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ABSTRACT

A significant amount of energy consumption is now attributed to data centers due to their ever increasing numbers, size and power densities. Thus, there are efforts focused at making a data center more sustainable by reducing its energy consumption and carbon footprint. This requires an end-to-end management approach with requirements derived from service level agreements (SLAs) and a flexible infrastructure that can be closely monitored and finely controlled. The infrastructure can then be manipulated to satisfy the requirements while optimizing for sustainability metrics and total cost of operations. In this paper, we explore the role of data analysis, visualization and knowledge discovery techniques in improving the sustainability of a data center. We present use cases from a large, sensor-rich, state-of-the-art data center on the application of these techniques to the three main sub-systems of a data center, namely, power, cooling and compute. Furthermore, we provide recommendations for where these techniques can be used within these sub-systems for improving sustainability metrics of a data center.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the computing paradigm has been undergoing a change. Software applications and services – such as email, word-processing and business applications – are migrating from local desktop machines to remote data centers. While the software and data reside at a data center, the application is accessible as a service via a web browser. This computing paradigm, referred to as software as a service (SaaS) [2] and hosted on cloud computing infrastructure [1], is attractive for a number of reasons: (1) it frees users from the issues and costs related to installing, maintaining and upgrading local software applications; (2) it allows easy access to applications and data from any location (using Internet connectivity); (3) it facilitates sharing and collaboration among multiple users who are geographically separated; and (4) it simplifies sending critical client software updates such as bug and security fixes to the clients (client scripts can be downloaded by a browser as needed).

This trend coupled with emerging web-based business, social networking and media applications and services have led to a tremendous growth in the number, size and power densities of data centers. Furthermore, with rising energy costs and global attention focused on carbon footprints, energy management and sustainability of a data center have become key issues. Data centers in the U.S. consumed 61 billion kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity in 2006 at the cost of $4.5 billion [3]. This constitutes 1.5% of the total U.S. energy consumption for that year. Roughly half of this energy was consumed by the power delivery and cooling systems that provide the facility infrastructure for data centers, with the other half being consumed by servers, storage, and networking hardware. It is estimated that data center power consumption will increase 4% to 8% annually and is expected to reach 100 billion kWh by 2011. Furthermore, information technology (IT) as a whole is responsible for 2% of the global carbon emissions. Thus, even a small percentage savings in the energy consumption of data centers will have a huge economic and environmental impact.

Early recognition of energy management and sustainability as key issues in data centers led to research on dynamic smart cooling (DSC) [4]. In addition to static optimization of cooling resources through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, DSC provides additional energy savings by manipulation of flexible cooling infrastructure to dynamically provision cooling resources based on demand. Real-time feedback from a rack-level temperature sensor network distributed throughout a data center is
used to infer the cooling demand in different regions of the data center.

A sustainable data center solution extends this research to focus on “end-to-end” holistic management of compute, power and cooling resources based on the workload demand and service level agreements (SLAs) with the goal of optimizing sustainability criteria such as carbon emissions, energy consumed, exergy loss [5]. This not only entails workload management (demand side), but also cross-layer supply side management of power, cooling and compute resources. In order to make efficient decisions, trade-offs need to be quantifiably evaluated in relation to the optimizing criteria. For example, what is the cost of temporarily allocating additional resources to a particular workload in order to meet its SLA goals compared with the penalty of letting the SLA be violated?

The three main sub-systems of a data center, shown in Figure 1, are compute, power and cooling [10]. The management architectural framework consists of principles and techniques that span the three sub-systems. These principles and techniques include: flexible and configurable building blocks, which allow data center infrastructure to be “sized” based on the demand; sensing infrastructure, which collects important information related to a data center’s health and operational state; and, policy-based integrated management that optimizes for sustainable operation of a data center.

Data center facilities and systems produce huge amounts of data related to their physical and operational state for the purposes of monitoring and troubleshooting. This includes environmental sensor data (e.g. temperature), operational state of systems and devices, workload information (e.g. user requests), etc. Since the sheer volume of such data precludes manual inspection, automated data mining and knowledge discovery techniques are used to glean vital information. The knowledge thus gathered in the form of models, trends and patterns can then be exploited for furthering the goals of sustainable operation in a number of ways:

- Anomalous behavior diagnosis techniques can be used to detect, localize, and perform root cause analysis of an anomaly. Timely and specific detection of such anomalies may allow corrective actions that save energy. For example, early detection of a computer room air-conditioning (CRAC) unit failure in a data center allows redirection of optimal (minimum power consumption) alternate cooling resources to the affected racks. Similarly, prompt detection of a fan unit failure in a blade server enclosure can allow the enclosure management system to compensate with the most energy-efficient combination of functioning fans units.

- Summarization and visualization of sustainability metrics and raw data in a data center to obtain a high-level view and gain insights into its operation.

- Optimization of user-defined criteria, such as, sustainability metrics like CO₂ emissions or exergy loss.

- Building models for efficient control of devices and processes.

- Prediction of anomalous behavior or significant events facilitating preemptive resource reallocation to optimize user-selected sustainability metrics.

We envision that data analysis, visualization and knowledge discovery will play a key role in the efficient management of a sustainable data center. In Figure 1, these techniques are shown as a layer between the sensing infrastructure layer from where it receives data, and, management layer to which it provides knowledge. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- Presents use cases of application of data analysis, visualization and knowledge discovery to a large production data center for its sustainable management.

- Describes lessons learnt from real-life use cases and provides recommendations for use of the three techniques.

- Discusses how greater insight and efficiency is possible by considering all the data center sub-systems – cooling, power and compute – together.

2. OUR TEST BED – A SUSTAINABLE DATA CENTER

Figure 2 displays a typical state-of-the-art data center infrastructure. Our test bed consists of 70,000 sq. ft. of data center space as well as office space for around 3000 employees. The data center houses nearly 2000 racks of IT equipment with an average power consumption of 3-5kW per rack. Typically the racks are laid out in rows separated with hot and cold aisles. The cold aisles supply cold air to the systems and the hot aisles remove hot air from the systems. Computer room air conditioning (CRAC) units cool the exhaust hot air from the computer racks. Energy consumption in data center cooling comprises work done to distribute the cool air and to extract heat from the hot exhaust air. A refrigerated or chilled water cooling coil in the CRAC unit
extracts the heat from the air and cools it within a range of 10°C to 18°C. The site in question is powered by utility and onsite diesel generators. The cooling and power sub-systems of the data center are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.

Figure 2 A data center showing racks of servers arranged in rows, and, some attached office space

Figure 3 shows the data center cooling infrastructure. Key elements of this infrastructure include cooling tower, chillers and CRAC units and chilled water distribution. Heat dissipated from IT systems equipment is extracted by CRAC units and transferred to the chilled water distribution systems. Chillers extract heat from the chilled water system and reject it to the environment through cooling towers. Apart from IT equipment, the data center cooling infrastructure accounts for 50% of the total power demand.

Figure 3 Data center cooling infrastructure

The CRAC units provide two actuators that can be controlled. The variable frequency drive (VFD) controls the blower speed and can be varied between 60% and 100%. The chill water regulates the amount of chilled water flowing into the unit (between 0% and 100%). These built-in flexibilities allow the units to be adjusted according to the workload demand in the data center. The demand is detected via temperature sensors installed on the racks across the data center.

Figure 4 shows a logical representation of power distribution in a typical data center. Power from utility and on-site generators are used to power the IT and non-IT infrastructure. Demand centers in the facility can be broadly sub-divided into IT and non-IT load. IT load includes servers, storage and network equipment. Non-IT load includes chillers, air handling units, pumps and lighting. All IT load is powered through uninterrupted power supplies (UPS) that not only provide emergency power but ensure power quality at the equipment. Load centers marked PNL_* represent non-IT loads including pumps, cooling tower, chillers and air handling units. Panels marked LP_Q* contain transfer switches that allow the power source to be switched between utility and onsite generation.

Figure 4 Data center power infrastructure

An intensive sensor network monitors the status of the data center infrastructure. Alerting mechanisms detect and report the following failure conditions: (1) faulty or disconnected sensor, (2) CRAC Failure, (3) hotspot alert (when a sensor crosses its maximum allowed threshold), (4) chiller failure, (5) diesel generator tripping, and, (6) chilled water flow disruption.

Various data sources, consisting primarily of the rack sensor network and equipment belonging to data center subsystems, generate data at different rates. The sensor network, with thousands of sensors, produces temperature data every 10 seconds. Similarly, temperature, utilization and other operating parameters are generated by CRACs, chiller units, diesel generators, blade servers, and other data center components.

3. POWER

Sub-systems within a data center have diverse power requirements. The compute components (servers, storage and network equipment) need high-grade, uninterrupted power, while the quality of power supplied to lighting and other non-essential entities in a data center is usually not a concern. Similarly, on the supply side, there are diverse sources. Power can be drawn from the utility grid or generated onsite with technologies such as diesel powered generation, fuel cells, and photo-voltaic solar panels. Each of these sources has distinct characteristics pertaining to reliability, cost and impact on sustainability as shown in Table 1.

The challenge is to formulate power allocation and usage policies based on optimizations that match the power demands of a data center with the available power supply such that: (1) power requirements are quantitatively and qualitatively met, and (2) sustainability metrics and/or total cost of operation are optimized depending on goals set by the administrator of the data center.
example, the policies can exploit demand (usage) patterns based on time of day, season, or location.

A rich sensing infrastructure at the power generation (for onsite generation), delivery and distribution sites is essential for measuring power consumption. The data thus collected can then be used for analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Source</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Sustainability Impact</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cell</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low/High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Comparison between different power sources

3.1 Reliable Operation
Since power is a critical resource, it is essential that component failures in the power infrastructure be efficiently and seamlessly handled. Furthermore, predictions of failures will allow preemptive actions to be taken. To this end, data analysis techniques can be applied to model behavior and further sustainability goals.

3.1.1 Utility Power
Similar power sources exhibit vastly different reliability behavior in different regions. While utility power is considered reliable in the U.S. and other western countries, it is considered unreliable in developing nations such as India, where rolling blackouts (also referred to as load shedding) are commonplace. In the U.S., grid power has an availability of about 99.95% [6] (around 5 minutes of outage per week), whereas in India it is estimated to be about 88% (around 21 hours of outage per week). Furthermore, the quality of power available from the grid also varies. Thus, the strategy to handle utility power outages depends on the geographical region. While a backup solution comprising only UPS units may be sufficient for regions with highly available power (short-lived, rare outages), onsite generation, in addition, is necessary for areas where power availability is low (frequent, long lasting outages).

Efficient failover. In our test-bed data center in Bangalore, diesel generators (DGs) augment the grid supply as well as provide power backup on grid power failures. The failover time can be high since starting up a DG takes a few minutes. Although the IT load is backed up by UPSs, prompt take over by DGs will extend the life of UPSs. While keeping the backup generators running solves this problem, it is at the expense of using more energy. Figure 5 shows the power demand and onsite generation profiles of a data center over a week. Observe the surges in onsite generation caused by the interruptions in utility power supply. Collecting data and constructing models that predict utility power outages can allow DGs to be turned on only when their need is anticipated. To construct such a model, the important parameters are utility power voltage, utility power frequency and the current power load. Usually voltage or frequency droop indicate an insufficient supply. A simple failure detection model could monitor these parameters and signal failure based on threshold values. To estimate these values historical logs of these parameters together with information on outages could be used. More complex modeling techniques include regression and machine learning techniques.

3.1.2 UPS
As described earlier, UPSs condition power supplied to the computing equipment (servers, network switches, storage arrays, etc.) as well as provide seamless battery backup in the event of a power outage. Typically, they can provide power for up to 20 minutes. Data analysis and knowledge discovery techniques can be used to construct models for (1) estimating the remaining lifespan of a UPS, (2) failure prediction. The input parameters to these models are properties that have a significant impact on UPS operation. For example, the following parameters adversely affect the battery life of a UPS.

- Number of times it is charged and discharged.
- High ambient temperatures. In fact, every $10^9$ °C increase in temperature reduces battery life by half.

The models can be used for maximizing battery life. Furthermore, models predicting the health of a UPS can be used to preemptively replace a unit before it fails. In our test-bed data center, two UPS units supply power to each floor, which ensures that if one fails, there is still some power available on that floor.

3.1.3 Onsite power generation
There are several reasons for deploying onsite power generation in a data center.

- Utility power may not have enough capacity
- Utility power may be too erratic or ‘dirty’
- Onsite generation may have better TCO, sustainability metrics
- Onsite generation may have higher reliability
- To shave peak load (see Section 3.2).
**Diesel powered generation.** Using diesel generators is a popular onsite power generation mechanism. In our test-bed data center, utility power is insufficient and, thus, DGs are used on a regular basis to provide power during normal operation. In fact, they provide two-thirds of the total power. Furthermore, to provide business continuity during utility failures, as described earlier, DGs also provide reliable backup power. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, being able to determine when a failure occurs allows efficient management of backup DGs. In this case, a failure prediction model for DGs is needed. Data collected to build such a model should include a DG’s efficiency, which, if too low, can indicate a problem with the DG.

Furthermore, sensors within a DG, in components, such as, a fuel pump or turbo charger, can provide important information about the nature of a failure.

### 3.2 Peak Power Shaving and Optimal Usage

Typically a differential pricing structure is used for utility power, making power costs significantly higher if the power consumption exceeds a base load. This provides incentive for using onsite generation technologies to *shave peak power demand* and improve TCO, and, in many cases, sustainability metrics. Onsite power generation using solar panels is attractive as it can provide power during the day when power consumption is likely to peak. For example, use of solar power can shave peak power usage in an office building, where typically the power consumption peaks during the day when user area cooling, lighting and other amenities are used.

For a data center, workload demand models can be used for predicting peak demand levels and their time of occurrence. This information can then be used for planning and sizing of onsite power generation technologies.

### 3.3 Equipment Usage Policies

Different equipment in a data center works efficiently under different operating policies and conditions. For example, while the lifespan of a UPS depends more on the number of times it is power cycled, that of a DG depends on the cumulative number of hours of operation (the number of times it is started/stopped is not as significant). Knowledge of such behavior can be used to increase equipment lifespan. DGs can be rotated so that they clock the same number of hours and wear evenly.

In our test-bed data center, the total hours of operation of each DG is logged. The generators are rotated every 20 hours of continuous operation to ensure equal wear. Furthermore, such data can also be used to estimate the lifespan of a DG, allowing a facilities administrator to take preemptive actions such as pre-ordering a new unit to substitute a DG close to its end of life.

### 3.4 Power Budgeting

If power needs to be capped or budgeted, what is the most effective way to distribute the limited power? Using ad-hoc mechanisms or intuition to decide power allocation to the data center entities may not be most efficient. For example, during a period of power shortage at the test-bed data center, the facility administrators decided to turn servers on in only one part of the data center. Based on an ad-hoc policy, 18 (out of a total of 55) CRAC units that were closest to the operational servers were powered on. However, this arrangement turned out to be non-optimal in the total CRAC power consumption. Quantifying the cooling requirement and knowledge of the influence of a CRAC unit at a rack together with its operational efficiency curves will allow optimization of the total CRAC cooling power.

Using dynamic smart cooling (DSC) [4], which deploys a sensor network to obtain real-time rack inlet temperatures, resulted in more efficient operation. Although DSC used all 55 CRAC units compared to 18 used earlier, less power was consumed.

Figure 6 shows that on an average 25 KW of power were saved through use of DSC.

![Figure 6: Comparison of CRAC power consumption using ad-hoc policy and DSC.](image)

The reason for power savings despite using more CRAC units lies in the operational power curve of a CRAC unit which shows a cubic behavior with respect to fan speed. As shown in Figure 7, as the fan speed increases by a factor of 1.7 (from 60% to 100%), the power consumption increases by a factor of about 5 (from 1.7 KW to 8.4 KW). Thus, in this case, running more units at lower speed is more power efficient than running a smaller number of units at high fan speed.

![Figure 7: This graph shows the power consumption of a CRAC unit with time as its fan speed is varied from 60% to 100%.](image)

### 3.5 Equipment Placement

Before new equipment can be installed at a particular location inside a data center, it must be ascertained that adequate power is available at that location. Although an estimate based on power rating of equipment can be made, it may not be accurate and likely to be an overestimate. Power measurements at power distribution units (PDUs) can be collected and analyzed to determine the actual usage in a particular segment of the data center. In case...
there are multiple potential placement locations, these usage statistics can be used to compare and pick the location with maximum spare capacity.

4. COOLING

Power consumption of cooling equipment can be a substantial part of a data center’s total power usage. In fact, prior studies [4] [8] show that it can be up to 50% of the total power consumption. Cooling resources consist of those internal to a data center, such as, CRAC units and enclosure fans, and external, such as, chillers that typically supply chilled water to the CRAC units. A sensing infrastructure monitors the cooling devices, for example, CRAC supply and return temperatures, and, blower speed are measured and logged. External to the data center, chiller supply and return temperatures are also monitored and logged.

4.1 Optimal Usage

Data center cooling infrastructure comprises of various devices like chillers, CRAC units, air handlers, vent tiles. Each of these devices has a different region of influence, operating characteristics and useful life. Downtime and cost of operation is a function of these operational characteristics. Sustainable datacenters also need to maintain certain sustainability targets (energy efficiency, resource efficiency) during the lifetime. In this scenario, offline and online data analytics are crucial. While online analytics provides a mechanism to optimize runtime operation, offline analytics ensures that the dynamic operational model is current and suggests redesign, if needed.

4.2 Equipment Placement

Computational fluid dynamic models enable proper placement of racks and equipment at design phase. Figure 8 shows the output of one such model indicating the temperature distribution in a datacenter. Observe the variations in temperature across the racks in the datacenter denoted by varying colors. Purple indicates low temperature regions while shades of orange/red indicate hot spots. Advanced techniques like thermal zone mapping can identify regions of influence of CRAC units and determine the availability of cooling resources at different locations within a data center.

![Figure 8: Temperature distribution in a cross-section of a datacenter](image)

In operational datacenters, temperature sensors within the data center provide valuable information on the current thermal state in the data center. The sensors, placed in the front and rear of server racks, provide data at regular intervals [4]. Analysis of this data is critical in deciding where new equipment should be placed inside the data center. Without such data, one may go by intuition and common knowledge of the data center which may be misleading and simplistic. Placing new equipment in areas around hot spots would lead to higher probability of the systems powering off due to high temperature.

For example, a data center administrator may decide to place 20 new servers in a particular zone inside the data center, because it is relatively cool in that space at the time when the equipment was being placed. But this may be a temporary phenomenon, the temperatures at that point may be low because other machines are switched off and may come on later. Collecting data from temperature sensors would have shown that historically this particular area is loaded heavily and this is not the best place for new IT equipment. Figure 7 illustrates a visual representation of diurnal data from five sensors that belong to one rack. Observe the changes in color shades denoting temperature variations during the day and those among the sensors within the rack. Ultimately, a multi-dimensional context that includes time, space, and rack configuration is important [9].

![Figure 9: Visual representation of rack temperature data](image)

4.3 Eliminating Inefficiencies

Visual analytics also help in determining which zones of the data center are more critical in terms of cooling and administrators can have stricter monitoring in place for those zones only. These techniques also help to isolate recirculation zones inside the data centers where hot and cold air mixes. Elimination of such zones is key to improving energy efficiency. Areas where administrators see high temperatures could be because of high density or recirculation which can be fixed by placing blanking panels on the racks. Such knowledge also helps in deciding redeployment of the IT equipment from a zone which is ineffectively cooled to one where adequate cooling is available. These decisions can be made by analyzing the thermal trends inside the data center. It makes sense to move equipment within a data center only if a cooler zone has remained cool for a considerable duration. Making decisions based on instant thermal situations can be disastrous. As an example, the temperature variation among sensors shown in Figure 9 may be indicative of thermal inefficiencies within the rack. There may be gaps between servers leading to mixing of hot and cold air.

Advanced data analytics and knowledge models are needed to identify inefficiencies in infrastructure. Apart from visualization, monitoring the operations of the chiller unit can also provide valuable information about infrastructure problems to involve the knowledge experts for problem solving at the right time.

4.4 Anomaly detection

Several techniques have been explored for anomaly detection among which visualization and principal component analysis are notable. Our visualization tool displays the thermal map of a data center with physical locations of racks, sensors, and CRAC units.
Visual inspection of the map can help detect hotspots, especially useful after reorganizations of racks, computers, or CRAC units. It can also be used to detect abnormal thermal operating conditions, for example, where temperature variations are unexpected and could indicate air recirculation. The visualization tool also aids in analyzing the dynamics of the data center when any major or minor event occurs.

Correlation engine provides additional information around the cause and impact of such events. Figure 10 shows the anomaly detection process of one such event. Observe the trace of the short term perturbation. Further, advanced queries can be made to identify similar variations and possible causes. Perturbation and long term transients in air flow and temperature can radically change the temperature distributions at the inlet of racks.

5. COMPUTE

Given the importance of power efficiency, energy proportional computing [13], implying close to zero power consumption at zero utilization and linear increase in power consumption with increase in utilization, has been proposed for compute devices and components. However, until energy proportional computing is realized, techniques such as workload consolidation, turning off idle machines, and moving workload to more cooling efficient locations can be used to make a data center more sustainable. For these techniques to be effective, data analysis and models are essential.

Figure 11: The top figure shows raw temperature values at rack inlet; the bottom one shows the resulting hidden variables.

5.1 Power Management

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [14] allows machines to be put in multiple power states (called p-states) depending on their utilization levels. Low power states provide less capacity while consuming lower power. Furthermore, machines can be turned off when they are idle. Server usage patterns based on collected data can be used to turn idle machines off with least impact on the users. For example, daily, weekly, or seasonal usage patterns can be modeled in order to predict the resource requirements at any time. This would allow resources/machines to be turned on or off in anticipation of an increase or decrease in workload, respectively. In our test bed data center, we have deployed a server provisioning tool which can be used to classify servers within the data center into different categories, such as, test machines, production machines, business critical machines and storage machines. Also associated with each category is a usage pattern. For instance, using this information, it can decide which machines are not used during nights and weekends, and thus can be turned off during those times. These optimizations have resulted in significant power savings for the facility. Figure 12 shows the server power consumption over a week.

5.2 Workload Placement

Given the flexibility provided by techniques, such as, server virtualization [15] and load balancing [16], workload can be distributed in a data center based on some criterion. Server virtualization facilitates migration of workload between machines while load balancing can be used to direct incoming workload to a specific machine. The criteria for workload placement can be derived from optimization of desired goals such as sustainability. An example of such a policy is to place workload in areas of a data center that are easier to cool resulting in cooling power savings [7]. A metric, called local workload placement index
(LWPI), is defined that quantifies the efficiency of cooling at a particular time and location in a data center. In order to calculate LWPI values at different locations, it is assumed that a temperature sensor network exists to obtain temperature measurements of those locations. In addition to cooling efficiency, reliability of cooling at a particular location – measured by the degree of overlap of cooling resources (e.g. CRAC units) – is another metric to be considered by a workload placement algorithm. Given multiple locations with the same cooling efficiency, more critical loads could be placed at locations or zones with higher cooling reliability. Depending on user preferences, utility functions could be used to capture the trade-offs between these two and other potentially competing criteria.

Zephyr [17] uses thermal models for minimizing the total power consumption – both server power and fan cooling power – of a server blade enclosure (with sixteen blades cooled by ten fans). Consolidation of servers is performed through use of server virtualization and turning off idle machines. For a given workload distribution, the cooling (fan) power is minimized by formulating a convex optimization problem [17] and solving it to determine fan speeds of the ten fans that minimize the fan power consumption. Zephyr also uses server power states, described in the previous Section 5.1, to further reduce the power consumption of each powered on blade.

As data centers increase in number, size and power densities, their sustainable operation and management become critical. In this paper, we presented use cases and recommendations for application of data analysis, visualization and knowledge discovery to make a data center more sustainable. These techniques can play a key role in improving energy efficiency and increasing the lifetime of cooling, power and compute infrastructure. Furthermore, the lessons learnt during operation and management can be applied to synthesis of a sustainable data center.

6. CONCLUSIONS

As data centers increase in number, size and power densities, their sustainable operation and management become critical. In this paper, we presented use cases and recommendations for application of data analysis, visualization and knowledge discovery to make a data center more sustainable. These techniques can play a key role in improving energy efficiency and increasing the lifetime of cooling, power and compute infrastructure. Furthermore, the lessons learnt during operation and management can be applied to synthesis of a sustainable data center.
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